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Structural and electronic properties of diamond with hypothetical vacancies stabilized
by nitrogen or boron atoms
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Department of Physics and Center for Theoretical Physics, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-742, Korea

~Received 27 December 1996!

In an effort to understand the behavior of hard materials in the presence of vacancies or impurities, we study
the structural and electronic properties of diamond with specified vacancies. In our model, five carbon atoms
in the shape of a centered tetrahedron are missing and 12 carbon atoms surrounding the vacancy are replaced
by nitrogen or boron atoms. The bulk modulus of the material with nitrogen substitution is greater than that
without substitution around vacancy, although it is still slightly smaller than that of vacancy-free diamond.
Boron substitution results in a substantial relaxation of atomic positions and a large reduction in bulk modulus.
Born’s criterion for mechanical stability is satisfied in both cases. The calculated electronic structures suggest
that the doping of N atoms around the vacancy as modeled here fails to generate conduction electrons while
that of B atoms successfully produces conducting holes.@S0163-1829~97!02324-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a great amount of effort to find a ‘‘sup
hard’’ material on both theoretical and experimental sid
After the original work by Liu and Cohen1 on the subject, the
carbon nitrides with the composition of C3N4 have been
widely studied as a strong candidate for the superhard m
rial. Recently, a carbon nitride structure with larger bu
modulus than diamond~the experimental bulk modulus o
diamond is 443 GPa, the highest among known materi!
has been predicted using anab initio calculation.2 The short
bond length and the strong covalent character of the N2C
bond contribute to the low compressibility and large coh
sive energy. However, despite the remarkable predictions
the theoretical side, to our knowledge, there has yet bee
experiment in which any of the suggested novel structure
the carbon nitride could be identified. A major obstacle h
is that the concentration of N is hard to increase in act
crystal growth.3,4

The energetic and mechanical stability of C3N4 com-
pounds in the previous calculations suggest that N can
used for the stabilization of structures around vacant site
diamond. If there is a vacancy~small or large! in diamond,
the carbon atoms surrounding the vacancy will have d
gling bonds that make the system less stable. The subs
tion of nitrogens for the unstable carbons might improve
energetic and mechanical stability of the structure near
vacancy. In order to test this idea, we perform a calculat
for a vacancy in diamond where five clustered carbons w
the shape of the centered tetrahedron are missing. Th
carbons around the vacancy are replaced by nitrogens in
der to stabilize the system and improve the mechanical p
erties. The reason for choosing a somewhat large vacan
to magnify the effect of vacancy.~A single carbon atom
vacancy is also tested with consistent results as prese
below.! For computational convenience, we introduce the
riodic arrays of vacancies and employ the supercell meth
The resulting material can be thought of as a hypothet
N-doped diamond. We have also performed a calculation
which the 12 carbons are substituted by borons rather
nitrogens since boron has three valence electrons and
550163-1829/97/55~23!/15349~4!/$10.00
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possibly stabilize the vacancy as well. It turns out that
N2C bonds contribute to the reduction of the compressi
ity and the system remains semiconducting while the B2C
bonds make the system more compressible and the mat
acquires metallic characters. In other words, B atoms do
as p-type dopants in the present geometry. Details of o
calculation and the comparison between different atom
structures are presented below.

II. MODEL AND CALCULATIONAL METHOD

We consider a vacancy where five clustered C atoms
diamond are absent. Figure 1 shows how the vacancy-N~B!
complex is implemented in each supercell. The black circ
represent the sites of extracted C atoms. A set of 12 N~or B!
atoms replacing C atoms will be called a N12 ~or B12) shell
in the following. The vacancies are assumed to repeat p
odically in the diamond structure in order to make the sup
cell calculation possible. We choose a supercell with the
tice vectors three times longer than those of perfect diamo
hence corresponding to 54 atoms, and implement the ab

FIG. 1. Central region of the vacancy. Black circles are the s
of five vacant carbons with imaginary bonds, and shaded circles
nitrogens or borons substituting carbons. The blank circles re
sent carbon sites.
15 349 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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15 350 55BRIEF REPORTS
vacancy structure in each supercell. There are 12 N at
and 37 C atoms in the unit cell and the ratio of the numbe
the C2C bonds to that of the N2C bonds is 14:9. Within the
tetrahedral symmetry, two independent parametersd1 and
d2 determine the relaxation of the N12 shell; d1 is the dis-
tance between C0 ~Fig. 1! and the triangle determined by th
three atoms, N1,2,3while d2 is the distance between the ce
ter of the triangle and any one of three atoms, N1,2,3. The
distortion breaking the tetrahedral symmetry around the
cancy is conceivable. Such a distortion turns out to be e
getically unfavorable and does not occur in the test cas
C49N4. In other systems considered, we neglect such
symmetry-lowering distortion.

We use theab initio pseudopotential method in the plan
wave basis5 and adopt the local density approximation6 with
the Ceperley-Alder-type exchange correlation.7 This method
has been known to give accurate results in most car
compounds.8–10 We have generated nonlocal pseudopot
tials for s andp orbitals with the improved Troullier-Martins
method11 and set the cutoff energy at 60 Ry. The cutoff ra
of C~N,B! are 1.00~1.12,1.00! and 1.54~1.50,1.53! for s and
p, respectively. Five specialk points12 are used in the irre-
ducible Brillouin zone integration; the convergence in t
number of k points is satisfactory for C37N12 since it is
semiconducting. As will be shown in the following sectio
B12C37 is metallic and the convergence test is crucial in t
case. We have compared the total energy, force, and s
obtained from the specialk point method with those from the
linear tetrahedron method, and the differences are less
1%.

Starting from the ideal atomic positions in diamond, w
minimize the atomic forces under a fixed cell volume us
the conjugate gradient~CG! method13 with the assumption
that the Born-Oppenheimer energy surface is quadratic w
respect to internal coordinates of atoms. For practical r
sons, we choose the internal stress as a criterion of con
gence and relax the internal coordinates of all atoms until
stress changes by less than 0.1 GPa with a further CG
About 527 CG steps are needed to reach the desired c
vergence, reflecting that the initial positions are fairly clo
to the equilibrium values. In calculating the atomic forces
each CG step, we accelerate the convergence of forc
self-consistent loops by including a supplementary te
which partially corrects the error arising from the slight
misconverged potential.14 The desired accuracy is obtaine
after 425 self-consistent iterations.

Varying the lattice vectors isotropically and relaxing t
atomic positions, we calculate the stress and the total en
of the system. Since the compression is isotropic in this
culation, the external pressure corresponds to the minus
diagonal component in the stress tensor. The symmetr
the crystal is preserved during the relaxation procedure
mentioned above. The equilibrium volume and bulk modu
are obtained by fitting the volume-pressure data sets to
Birch equation of state.15 The theoretical calculation of th
hardness of a material would involve dislocation and pla
deformation as well as the elastic part~bulk modulus! and is
beyond the computational capability at present. We only c
culate the bulk modulus as commonly practiced. As a re
ence, we have performed a calculation on C49 having the
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same vacant sites as C37N12 but without substitution. The
bulk modulus of this reference system is 328 GPa.

III. RESULTS

A. Carbon nitride „C37N12…

The relaxation of the nitrogen atoms surrounding the
cancy in C37N12 is very small as shown in Table I. Simila
observations can be found in pseudocubic C3N4 ~Ref. 8! and
this indicates that the character of the N2C bond is close to
that of the C2C bond. The bulk modulus fitted to th
volume-pressure relation in Fig. 2 is 388 GPa. This is mu
larger than 328 GPa for C49, confirming our idea of substi-
tuting C by N around the vacancy for a harder material.
order to check the mechanical stability of this material,
have calculated the components of the elastic tensor by
forming the cell shape. According to Born’s criterion, a c
bic system is mechanically stable ifc11, c112c12, andc44
are all positive. A negative sign in any of these compone
would indicate that the system should collapse or change
crystal with lower symmetry. We have found that all th
relevant constants are positive. In Table II, one can see
the cohesive energy per atom is reduced in comparison
C49, contrary to our initial conjecture. Considering that t
electronic distribution along the bonds in C37N12 is similar
to that of diamond@Fig. 3~a!#, we think that the repulsive
interactions in the localized lone pairs may raise the to
energy of the system slightly.

For comparison, another calculation has been perform
on a system where only one C is absent and neighboring
C atoms are replaced by N atoms~C49N4). The results are
shown in Table II. The bulk modulus lies between the valu

TABLE I. Relaxed geometry of C37N12 and B12C37. d1 is the
distance between C1 and the center of the triangle determined
X1,2,3~Fig. 1!, andd2 is the distance between the center and a ver
of the triangle. Values for diamond are for the ideal unrelaxed
ometry.

Structure d1 ~Å! d2 ~Å!

Diamond 2.04 1.44
C37N12 2.00 1.49
B12C37 2.21 1.70

FIG. 2. Volume-pressure curves for the model structures.
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of diamond and C37N12 as expected. From the data o
C37N12 and C49N4, it is noticeable that the bulk modulus
reduced by about 10 GPa per one vacant site in the
supercell compared with the intact diamond~i.e., C54).

C37N12 is an insulator as shown in the density-of-sta
plot in Fig. 4~a!. This suggests that, if the doping of N atom
in diamond accompanies local vacancy formation as m
eled here, we may not effectively create conducting electr
in the material. The band gap of 3.1 eV is smaller than
calculated band gap of diamond, 4.3 eV.16 ~These calculated
gaps within the local density approximation are smaller th
the experimental gap of diamond, 5.47 eV.! The reduction in
the band gap is mainly caused by the nonbonding states i
~Diamond does not have such states at the top of the val
band and its energy gap is larger.! The total valence electron
density on the~011̄) plane containing the center of the v
cancy is plotted in Fig. 3~a!. A small amount of charge trans
fer occurs from C to nearby N atoms, but the covalent ch
acter is still maintained in each bond. Most of the electro
in the band between23.6 and21.5 eV@Fig. 4~a!# are found
to be lone pairs from nitrogen atoms and directed toward
vacant sites and they form the top of the valence band. Be
localized at the N atom sites and forming a separate band
excess electrons in N atoms do not disturb charge distr
tions in the C2C bonds.

B. Boron carbide „B12C37…

Similar calculations have been done for boron carbi
The volume-pressure curve is shown in Fig. 2. The b
modulus is 301 GPa and the equilibrium volume is 22
a.u.3, which is about 8% larger than the vacancy-free d
mond supercell. The charge transfer from B to adjacen
atoms reduces the strength of certain bonds such as the
represented by a thick line in Fig. 3~b! and this is the primary
reason for the volume expansion compared to C37N12 ~the
bond length of the thick line is 1.61 Å compared to 1.
Å of pure diamond!. The relaxed geometry of the B12 shell
~see Table I! is also different from diamond or C37N12. Due
to the large inward relaxation of B atoms, the C2B2C
angle increases to 116.9°, indicating a substantial amoun
sp2 bonding characters.~The idealsp2 angle is 120° com-
pared to the idealsp3 of 109.47°.! In spite of the large de-
formation from diamond, this structure is found to me
Born’s criterion. The cohesive energy per atom is calcula
to be 8.12 eV, which is larger than C37N12 but still smaller
than C49. This implies that the ionic B2C bonding is
weaker than the covalent C2C bonding. The bulk modulus

TABLE II. Comparison of the calculated equilibrium cell vo
ume V0, cohesive energy, and bulk modulus among the mo
structures.

Structure V0 ~a.u.3)
Cohesive energy

~eV/atom!
Bulk modulus

~GPa!

C54~diamond! 2030 8.70 441
C49 2045 8.38 328
C49N4 2009 8.46 430
C37N12 1951 7.85 388
B12C37 2202 8.12 301
it
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dis far lower than C37N12 and this is believed to originate
from the weakened C2C bondings and a somewhat ion
character of the B2C bond @Fig. 3~b!#. In general, ionic
bonding gives lower bulk modulus than covalent bonding17

l

FIG. 3. Total valence charge density of~a! C37N12 and

~b! B12C37 in the ~011̄) plane.1, s, andd denote the sites of C
N, and vacant C, respectively~see Fig. 1!. The interval between
successive contours is 0.05 electron/a.u.3 The thick line in~b! in-
dicates a weakened bonding between two C atoms.
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15 352 55BRIEF REPORTS
This material is metallic with hole states as shown in F
4~b!. We have found that the states around the Fermi le
have the maximum charge density between B and C. S
the electrons in this region have the mixed character ofsp2

and sp3 type, it is hard to specify the character of ho
~valence-band maximum! states. The metallic behavior o
B12C37 suggests that, if the doping of B atoms in diamo
accompanies local vacancy formation, we may still cre
conducting carriers~holes! successfully in contrast to th
case of N atoms. Compositionally, B12C37 is similar to the

FIG. 4. Density of states~DOS! of ~a! C37N12 and ~b! B12C37

near the Fermi level~0 eV!.
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BC3 graphitic plane.9 All bondings in BC3 are sp2 type,
which is in marked difference from B12C37. The calculated
cohesive energy is larger in B12C37 by 0.27 eV/atom and
this comes from the different ratio in the mixture of B2C
and C2C bonds.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have considered hypothetical diamo
vacancies with stabilizing N atoms substituting those carb
surrounding the vacancies, and calculated the electro
structure and mechanical properties of the system. B
C37N12 and B12C37 are found to be mechanically stable
spite of the large vacancies. It turns out that the N subst
tion in our model system enhances the bulk modulus wh
the B substitution has the opposite effect. In contrast
C37N12, the borons in B12C37 form an appreciable, though
small, amount of ionic bonding with carbons, and this resu
in quite different electronic structures and large compre
ibility compared to diamond. The absence of lone pairs in
allows a significant amount of inward relaxation of B atom
and this results in partialsp2-type bonding between B and C
Cohesive energies of both materials are quite large but t
are lower than bare~nonsubstituted! C49. From the purely
energetic point of view, this means that C49 is easier to gen-
erate in experiment than C37N12 or B12C37. A similar situ-
ation may occur in C3N4 compounds, i.e., the N sites i
C3N4 compounds might favor C over N, and this could e
plain why the concentration of N is hard to increase in t
experiment.
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